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Abstract

Discourse relation identification has been an
active area of research for many years, and the
challenge of identifying implicit relations re-
mains largely an unsolved task, especially in
the context of an open-domain dialogue sys-
tem. Previous work primarily relies on a cor-
pora of formal text which is inherently non-
dialogic, i.e., news and journals. This data
however is not suitable to handle the nuances
of informal dialogue nor is it capable of nav-
igating the plethora of valid topics present
in open-domain dialogue. In this paper, we
designed a novel discourse relation identifi-
cation pipeline specifically tuned for open-
domain dialogue systems. We firstly propose
a method to automatically extract the implicit
discourse relation argument pairs and labels
from a dataset of dialogic turns, resulting in
a novel corpus of discourse relation pairs; the
first of its kind to attempt to identify the dis-
course relations connecting the dialogic turns
in open-domain discourse. Moreover, we have
taken the first steps to leverage the dialogue
features unique to our task to further improve
the identification of such relations by per-
forming feature ablation and incorporating di-
alogue features to enhance the state-of-the-art
model.

1 Introduction

Discourse analysis considering relations between
clauses has received increasing attention from the
field, and implicit discourse relation identification
is one of the most challenging problems in dis-
course parsing since it is purely based on textual
features. Previous work has defined four widely
accepted major classes of discourse relation -
“Comparison”, “Expansion”, “Contingency” and
“Temporal” (Miltsakaki et al., 2008; Prasad et al.,
2008). These four relations can either be explicitly
or implicitly realized. When explicitly realized,

there are often clear connective words between
clauses which result in an associated discourse re-
lation, while implicit realizations are often much
harder to detect. For example, people can imply
there is a “Comparison” relation between the fol-
lowing two sentences by understanding the mean-
ing. Without clear keywords like “but” however,
it is hard for machines to recognize such implicit
relations.

Arg 1: it’s a great album.
Arg 2: it’s probably not their best.

Since the development of the Penn Discourse
Treebank (PDTB)1, discourse relation identifica-
tion has been treated as a supervised learning
problem. For explicit discourse relation pairs,
simple classification methods based on connective
cues achieve more than 90% accuracy (Pitler et al.,
2008). For implicit discourse relations however,
where there is no discourse clue, relations needs to
be inferred on the basis of textual features, making
this a challenging problem in discourse parsing (Li
and Nenkova, 2014; Lin et al., 2009).

While previous work has suggested that dis-
course relations may hold between dialogue turns,
this idea is relatively unexplored (Stent, 2000;
Tonelli et al., 2010). We posit that discourse re-
lation identification could have wide application
in dialogue systems, by cultivating a more aware
state space in order to improve the continuity be-
tween an extended sequence of turns. The de-
tected discourse relation could additionally serve
as a query or ranking parameter for possible next
turns, retrieved from a database of content, or gen-
erated by natural language generation. Adding this
additional natural language understanding compo-
nent might be especially useful when navigating
open-domain dialogue where user input is unpre-
dictable and the model must be topic-robust.

1More details about Penn Discourse Treebank can be
found at https://www.seas.upenn.edu/˜pdtb/

https://www.seas.upenn.edu/~pdtb/
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There are many fundamental challenges with
identifying and utilizing discourse relations in
an open-domain dialogue system. All existing
datasets for discourse relation identification are
based on monologic text such as news; these
datasets are unlikely to provide good training ma-
terial for dialogue. Moreover there is no previ-
ous work investigating the feasibility of applying a
machine learning model developed on formal text
to dialogic content, where turns in are normally
short, informal text. Thus, the lack of labeled dia-
logue data for implicit discourse relation pairs in
open-domain dialogue is the first challenge that
must be addressed.

To tackle these two problems and utilize the un-
explored benefits of features unique to dialogue
systems, we carry out two steps. First, we con-
struct a discourse relation pair dataset from a large
corpus of open-domain dialogue, which to our
knowledge is the first of its kind. Second, we in-
vestigated a feature-based model with different di-
alogue feature combinations and enhanced a deep
learning model by incorporating dialogue features
that utilize aspects unique to dialogue. The dataset
and related code are publicly available.2

2 Related Work

The release of the Penn Discourse Treebank
(PDTB) (Prasad et al., 2008) makes research on
machine learning based implicit discourse rela-
tion recognition possible. Most previous work is
based on linguistic and semantic features such as
word pairs and brown cluster pair representation
(Pitler et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2009) or rule-based
systems (Wellner et al., 2006). Recent work has
proposed neural network based models with at-
tention or advanced representations, such as CNN
(Qin et al., 2016), attention on neural tensor net-
work (Guo et al., 2018), and memory networks
(Jia et al., 2018). Advanced representations may
help to achieve higher performance (Bai and Zhao,
2018). Some methods also consider context para-
graphs and inter-paragraph dependency (Dai and
Huang, 2018).

To utilize machine learning models for this task,
larger datasets would provide a bigger optimiza-
tion space (Li and Nenkova, 2014). Marcu and
Echihabi (2002) is the first work to generate artifi-
cial samples to extend the dataset by using rules to

2https://github.com/derekmma/
dialogue-discourse-relation

convert explicit discourse relation pairs into im-
plicit pairs by dropping the connectives. This
work is further extended by methods for selecting
high-quality samples (Rutherford and Xue, 2015;
Xu et al., 2018; Braud and Denis, 2014; Wang
et al., 2012).

Most of the existing work discussed so far is
based on the PDTB dataset, which targets formal
texts like news, making it less suitable for our task
which is centered around informal dialogue. Re-
lated work on discourse relation annotation in a
dialogue corpus is limited (Stent, 2000; Tonelli
et al., 2010). For example Tonelli et al. (2010) an-
notated the Luna corpus,3 which does not include
English annotations. To our knowledge there is no
English dialogue-based corpus with implicit dis-
course relation labels, as such research specifi-
cally targeting a discourse relation identification
model for social open-domain dialogue remains
unexplored.

3 Dataset Construction

Previous work on discourse relation identification
suggests that the most effective approach is super-
vised learning, but limited amounts of annotated
data constrain the application of such algorithms.
Previous work has additionally proven that weakly
labeled data, which contains a small number of
false labels and can be generated automatically,
helps improve classifier performance with implicit
relations (Rutherford and Xue, 2015).

We therefore constructed Edina-DR, the novel
dataset of discourse relation pairs based on
the publicly available self-dialogue Edina corpus
which contains 24,165 multi-turn social conver-
sations across 23 topics (Fainberg et al., 2018;
Krause et al., 2017).4 To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first English discourse relation
dataset based on open-domain dialogues. The Ed-
ina dataset initially contains no discourse relation
labels. Inspired by the approaches taken to auto-
matically extend PDTB, we designed a pipeline to
extract discourse relation argument pairs through
utilizing the connective words which are known
as clear relation indicators. The pipeline auto-
matically extracts argument pairs and assign dis-
course relation labels to each of the utterances. We

3EU FP6 contract No. 33549, http://www.
ist-luna.eu/

4The Edina dataset is publicly available at
https://github.com/jfainberg/self_
dialogue_corpus

https://github.com/derekmma/dialogue-discourse-relation
https://github.com/derekmma/dialogue-discourse-relation
http://www.ist-luna.eu/
http://www.ist-luna.eu/
https://github.com/jfainberg/self_dialogue_corpus
https://github.com/jfainberg/self_dialogue_corpus
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then have humans annotate a small sample of the
data in order to validate the automated pipeline.
Our pipeline targets the four level-1 discourse rela-
tions, i.e., “Comparison”, “Expansion”, “Contin-
gency” and “Temporal”.

We obtained this initial connectives pool ac-
cording to statistical analysis of connective fre-
quencies in PDTB conducted by Pitler et al.
(2008), in which we only consider connectives
which are strongly associated (probability > 95%)
with only one class of relation.5 For example,
we exclude the connective word “since” because it
may often appear as an indicator of either a “Tem-
poral” or “Contingency” relation.

Secondly, some connectives cannot be removed
without changing the original meaning (Sporleder
and Lascarides, 2008). We follow the method
proposed by Rutherford and Xue (2015) to iden-
tify the connectives which are freely omissible by
measuring the Omissible Rate and Context Differ-
ential. Since we need some manually labeled con-
nectives for this task, we implement the connec-
tive selection on the PDTB dataset and generalize
the selection result to the dialogue dataset. The
selected connectives include:

• Comparison: but, however, although, by
contrast

• Contingency: because, so, thus, as a result,
consequently, therefore

• Expansion: also, for example, in addition,
instead, indeed, moreover, for instance, in
fact, furthermore, or, and

• Temporal: then, previously, earlier, later, af-
ter, before

The third step is to select the conversations
matching specific predefined patterns for dif-
ferent structures of the sentences with the se-
lected connective words shown above. Inspired
by (Braud and Denis, 2014; Marcu and Echi-
habi, 2002), we use two patterns: (Arg 1)
(connective) (Arg 2) and (Arg 1).
(Connective),(Arg 2). In other words, we
have one pattern for when connectives appear in
the middle of an utterance, and another pattern
for when connectives link two arguments in ad-
jacent utterances across separate turns. Finally,

5The list of connectives for each relation in detail can be
found in (Pitler et al., 2008).

we defined several heuristic rules to filter out low-
quality pairs which have been applied in previous
work (Braud and Denis, 2014). The program only
accepts full sentence arguments and we use cer-
tain POS tags for particular connectives to make
sure the connective function as relation indicators.
A segment window is defined so that our method
only picks the closest phrases or sub-sentences if
the whole conversation contains several sentences.

For example, in the sentence “they had a $5 off
the price, so i bought it.”, the connective “so” is
identified in the list of connective words for “Con-
tingency” relation and the sentence matches our
pattern 1. Therefore we convert this sentence to a
“Contingency” discourse relation pair and the two
arguments are “they had a $5 off the price” and “i
bought it”.

Edina-DR PDTB
# pairs of all relations 27998 11734
avg # words of arg 1 7.1 18.8
avg # words of arg 2 7.3 19.4
# pairs of ‘Comparison’ 20823 1799
# pairs of ‘Contingency’ 5080 2243
# pairs of ‘Expansion’ 1580 6933
# pairs of ‘Temporal’ 452 759

Table 1: Statistics of the extracted dataset Edina-DR

The statistics of the annotated dialogue dis-
course relation pairs dataset Edina-DR is shown
in Table 1. The new dataset contains more than
twice the pairs compared to PDTB, which should
prove useful for machine learning. We note that
the distribution of discourse relations in the Edina-
DR dataset is different from PDTB. Most of the
pairs belong to the “Comparison” relation, which
is a natural way to structure dialogue. The num-
ber of “Temporal” pairs however is smaller, one
possible explanation being that people do not use
connectives words often in dialogues when talking
about time-related events. These differences high-
light the need for this work, as it’s clear that human
dialogue is in fact structured differently than more
formal non-dialogic text.

We annotated discourse relations for 400 sam-
ples out of the extracted dataset by an expert anno-
tator, 12% of the samples do not form a discourse
relation which probably due to failures by the au-
tomatic extraction program to catch particular lin-
guistic structures. 88% of the samples which do
hold relations match the relation labels of the hu-
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man annotations, which proves the reliability of
our proposed extraction method.

4 Model

We propose the novel approach of applying the
unique dialogue features encapsulated in the state-
space of a real deployed dialogue systems to en-
hance discourse relation identification. Firstly, we
use a feature-based classifier for feature selection
and then we explore the feasibility of utilizing ex-
isting deep learning model in dialogue discourse
relation identification task.

4.1 Feature-based Classifier

We extract dialogue features using the Natural
Language Understanding (NLU) capabilities in
SlugBot, a deployed open-domain dialogue sys-
tem (Bowden et al., 2018a). These features are
normally used for dialogue management and con-
tent retrieval. We input raw argument pairs into the
NLU pipeline and get dialogue features which are
then fed as one-hot vectors to a logistic regression
classifier. A full dialogue feature vector contains
448 features. The dialogue features include:
Dialogue Act: The act of a dialogue utterance
is obtained using the NPS dialogue act classifier
(Forsyth and Martell, 2007). There are 15 dif-
ferent dialogue acts, including GREET, CLARIFY,
and STATEMENT. The full list of dialogue acts is
described in (Forsyth and Martell, 2007).
Sentiment: The sentiment of a dialogue utterance
is obtained from the Stanford CoreNLP Toolkit
(Manning et al., 2014) and there are five possi-
ble sentiment values: VERY POSITIVE, POSITIVE,
NEUTRAL, NEGATIVE, and VERY NEGATIVE.
Intent: An utterance intent ontology consisting
of 33 discrete intents is developed and recognized
using heuristics and a trained model. It is de-
signed to obtain utterance intent without conversa-
tional context, so only the input utterance is con-
sidered for intent detection. Some sample intents
are REQUEST OPINION, REQUEST SERVICE, RE-
QUEST CHANGE TOPIC. It is trained using a sub-
set of Common Alexa Prize Chats (CAPC) dataset
with roughly 50K utterances and the model en-
sembles both a Recurrent Neural Network and
Convolutional Neural Network (Ram et al., 2018).
Topic: The topic of the utterance is obtained us-
ing the CoBot (Conversational Bot) toolkit topic
classification model (Khatri et al., 2018), which
is a Deep Average network BiLSTM model. The

model is trained on over 120,000 utterances and
labeled across 22 topics. This includes com-
monly discussed topics such as POLITICS, FASH-
ION, SPORTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, and
MUSIC.
Core Entities Types: We use SlugNERDS to de-
tect our named entities (Bowden et al., 2018b,
2017). SlugNERDS is specialized for open-
domain dialogue interactions. It can sift through
noisy user data and it uses the constantly updated
Google Knowledge Graph6 to remain aware of
even the latest named entities. Both of these points
are vital for understanding social chit-chat. We
only consider the entity types of the entities as fea-
ture rather than entities themselves. We use stan-
dard schema.org types and there are totally 614
types. For example, if SlugNERDS detects “Cam
Newton”, which is an entity with type PERSON,
then PERSON is used as feature.

4.2 Deep Learning Model with Dialogue
Features

To investigate the adaptability of existing dis-
course relation identification models on dialogue
data and our proposed features, we build on the
Deep Enhanced Representation (DER) model of
Bai and Zhao (2018)7, which demonstrated its ef-
ficiency by achieving the current state-of-the-art
performance on the PDTB dataset. It utilized dif-
ferent grained text representations including char-
acter, sub-word, word, sentence, and sentence pair
levels, with embeddings obtained by ELMo (Pe-
ters et al., 2018). The model first generates repre-
sentations for the argument pairs using an encoder
and bi-attention module; these are then sent to the
classifier, consisting of multiple layer perceptrons
with softmax, to predict the discourse relation.

We take the DER design and architecture and
train on Edina-DR dataset to evaluate the adapt-
ability of existing model in dialogue environment.
Then we explore a variation of this model by con-
necting dialogue feature vectors to the argument
pairs representation vector to extend the represen-
tation. We use the same method to encode all dia-
logue features as the feature-based classifier. With
the help of previous experiments, we use the best
feature combination for the dialogue feature vec-

6https://developers.google.com/
knowledge-graph/

7Original implementation of the authors can be found
at https://github.com/hxbai/Deep_Enhanced_
Repr_for_IDRR.

schema.org
https://developers.google.com/knowledge-graph/
https://developers.google.com/knowledge-graph/
https://github.com/hxbai/Deep_Enhanced_Repr_for_IDRR
https://github.com/hxbai/Deep_Enhanced_Repr_for_IDRR
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tors.

5 Evaluation and Analysis

For the following experiments, we randomly se-
lected 400 samples to be used as test set with dis-
course relation labels annotated by an expert. We
repeat the experiments five times and take the av-
erage score as the final report results.

5.1 Feature-based Classifier and Dialogue
Feature Selection

We first analyze the performance of the feature-
based model with different feature combinations
shown in Table 2.

Features Precision Recall F1
DIALOGUE ACT 0.64 0.69 0.66
INTENT 0.63 0.74 0.68
TOPICS 0.62 0.71 0.66
SENTIMENT 0.56 0.74 0.64
ENTITIES TYPES 0.63 0.74 0.68
All 0.63 0.65 0.64
All - SENTIMENT 0.64 0.73 0.68

Table 2: Feature-based Model Evaluation

For single dialogue features, INTENT and ENTI-
TIES TYPES provide the largest performance boost
compared to other single dialogue features, and
this demonstrates the effectiveness of using intent
and types of entities for discourse relation identi-
fication. Other three features maintain the same
level of performance, except a large drop in pre-
cision with respect to SENTIMENT. One possible
explanation is that our sentiment classification re-
sults are obtained using the Sentiment Annotator
from Stanford CoreNLP Toolkit, which is trained
on movie reviews corpus (Manning et al., 2014;
Socher et al., 2013). The nature of training data
is not suitable for our dialogue corpus in this task.
Using Table 2, we see that the best configuration
includes all of our dialogue features except SEN-
TIMENT.

5.2 Deep Learning Models
In Table 3, we see the results of our experiments,
where DER represents our baseline model. We
use the default parameter for DER models. We
also show the result of the DER model trained
and tested on the PDTB dataset for comparison
marked as “DER (PDTB)”. The first observation
is that the DER model performs surprisingly well

Model Acc. F1
DER (PDTB) 0.61 0.51
Logistic Reg. (Edina-DR) 0.64 0.68
DER (Edina-DR) 0.80 0.76
DER+Dialogue (Edina-DR) 0.81 0.77

Table 3: Performance of Deep Learning Models
(Dataset name is shown in parentheses)

with an F1 score of 0.76 on the new dialogue dis-
course relation dataset Edina-DR with p-value of
0.008, which demonstrates its strong adaptability
to the task of discourse relation identification in
dialogues. Comparing the same DER model on
PDTB, the large drop in F1 score shows the differ-
ence between formal and informal data. We also
find that the model with dialogue features enhance
the performance by 1% on F1 score with p-value
0.006, which indicates the potential of using dia-
logue features to further enhance discourse rela-
tion identification models.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a novel pipeline specifi-
cally designed for implicit discourse relation iden-
tification in open-domain dialogue. We con-
structed a novel dataset of discourse relation pairs
for dialogue conversations, and utilized unique di-
alogue features to enhance the performance of a
state-of-the-art classifier. Our experiments show
that dialogue intent and entities types play impor-
tant roles and dialogue features can increase the
performance of the discourse relation identifica-
tion model.

Since implicit discourse relation identification
is a key task for dialogue systems, there are still
many approaches worth investigating in future
work. More sophisticated dialogue features and
classification algorithms are needed for the dis-
course relation identification task in addition to a
larger more balanced corpus.
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